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23.0 ENGINEERING RULES FOR SIEGE and CONSTRUCTED POSITIONS
The structure of an army or corp/wing headquarters should have some specialist figures available to perform the
many tasks required while on campaign and especially at a siege situation.

l23.l0l Organization of Specialist units

[23.11] These specialist figures are: Engineer officer figure (non combative), Sapper or pioneer battalion (2-4

figures), pontoonier battalion (2-4 figures) and Miner battalion (2-4 figures).

[23.121 These figures generally are attached to a Army or Corp level headquarters. A player can attached them to
a normal infantry or garrison command but then they lose the freedom of movement unlike if they were attached
to a headquarters.

[23.13] Engineer officer figures are non combative. The figure represents a small group of engineer staff. Their
movement and action are the same as for Commander (officer) figures. If assigned to direct the work task, they
must be attached to the unit performing the task. Dismount the figure while in siege trenchwork. Dismounted they
move 10" per turn.

I23.I4l While attached to a combat unit performing a task, Engineer officer figure can become a casualty. The rules
for officer loss (see 14.60) apply for Engineer officers. The random Officer loss rule (see xx.xx) also applies for

Engineer Officer figures if within range. If they are performing a special task while under fire from enemy units,
they can be fired upon as a 1/10th target (adjusted for terrain modifiers) while performing the task.

l23.I5l Workmen, penal and Labour battalions are treated as soldier figures except they may perform the job task
if enemy units are within 4' [23.21]. They require the supervision of either a officer, sapper/pioneer or engineer
officer to perform the construction task.

I23.16l The sapper (pioneer), miner, pontoonier, workmen, levy and penal labor battalions are treated like any other
combat unit for firepower and shock combat. All these units can use skirmish (open) order formations if given that

ability.

t23.l7l Engineer Officer figure cannot be replaced if they become a casualty.

123.20.1General Rules
The following A thru M rules apply for all engineering work and destruction of a terrain feature.

[23.2r1 a. Only sapper, pioneer or pontoonier, workmen, levy labor or penal labor units can be used
for any construction task if a enemy command (16* figures) is within 4' of the Worksite. Any

common soldier battalions helping at the Worksite will rejoin their command till the enemy

retires away. This rule doesn't apply during a fortress or town siege situation.
b. Sapper, pioneer and pontoonier figures may perform all engineering tasks in skirmish (open) order
formation. They may voluntarily move into a minimum fire zone as a skirmish (open) order formation
violating the minimum fire zone rule for skirmishing formations. While working in the minimum fire zone
they may not use firearms or perform offensive shock combat. Workmen, levy or penal labor units may
deploy in open order formation to work but cannot perform a task in a minimum fire zone of an enemy unit.

c. Sapper, pioneer, pontoonier, workmen, levy or penal labor figures can work for 12 turns (4 hours) then

they require a 6 turn (2 hour) rest period of no work or combative action (movement ok). Failure to have

the rest period causes the removal of 25% of the figures per hour (minimum of 1 figure)!
After the 6 turn (2 hour) rest the figures can work another shift of 12 turns (4 hours) on the project.

d. Sappers, pioneers, Engineer officers, Commanders (officers) used in a supervisor role don't have the rest
period requirement.
e. Engineer officer figures move on horse like commandef figures..ie 12" each Command Phase. If they
dismount to enter a siege trench they move 10" once a turn\\
f. Engineer officers are non combative and will always retire form any shock combat zone if unattached
unless performing a task (lighting a explosive devise etc).
g. If any work is performed on a night turn the night combat rules are followed. If the working party..

sapper, pioneers, workmen or pontooniers are attached to a command instead of HQ's the entire command
is assumed to be ACTIVE during the night. See night combat rules 18.0. If the figure are attached to HQ's
then the rest period during the next battleday applies only to the working party.
h. If any part of a command is used for engineering purpose then the entire command is assume to have
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been working in applying rule b. above.
i. Sappers, pioneers, pontooniers, and common soldier figure are assumed to be unarmed while working

on a task. Takes one (1) full stationary Movement Phase to return and arm themselves if required. While

unarmed the unit suffers a -2 CMR shock combat differential for any morale checks. Workmen, Levy or
penal labor units are unarmed figures.
j. If any part of a unit is working on a project then the entire unit is assumed to be working. All figures

of a unit can only work on the same project or task.
l. Only sapper or pioneer figures can carry gunpowder (large or small charges) or tools from a ammo

train/depot unit to the Worksite.
m. Any tools for cutting, digging, hauling, are found in the army or Corp ammo train unit(s). The unit and

the ammo train must be place adjacent for the unit to equip itself with tools. Baggage or supply trains carry

no tools. Gunpowder charges (large and small) also can be found in the ammo train unit or any supply
(depot) unit. The tools are assumed to be refurned during the battleday interphase if required.
n. Any task done on very wet (raining) or frozen ground (snow) is double for construction time. This only

applies if earth is moved.

t23.301 Worksite construction Materials and Transportation

Construction materials and supplies generally used wagons to transport the materials to the Worksite unless enemy

firepower..ie fortress cannon..prevented the transportation. All material must come from a supply source. Most

village, town, or woods will supply the materials. Construction materials include..logs, stakes, cut lumber, faggots,

gabions, fascines etc.

l23.3ll A wagon unit is a group of wagon symbolized by a wagon on a2" x 4" basewith a detachable train

company figure. All wagon units have a CMR of 4. It carries 3 material units.

123.321 Comparable wagon loads using other transportation methods:

Carts
Pack Horse
Small river boal
Pontoon section
Barge, Small
Barge, Large
Small ship
Human portage

1/3 wagon or 1 material unit
1/6 wagon or 1./2 material unit
l/2 wagon or I ll2 material units
l/2 wagon or I l/2 material units
6 wagons or 2 material units
12 wagons or 4 material units
24 wagons or 8 material units
6 figures to carry 1 material unit

Note: Only human portage can be used in siege trenches to the sap head Worksite,

t23.331A material supply source is required to produce the construction materials. The source can be anything from

the following list:
a. Any town or city. A town is represented by 3 tabletop buildings. 25 material units available.

b. A one square foot medium or heavy woods (tabletop). Good for up to 25 material units per square

foot.
c. Any fortress gate position. 25 material units.

Note: A siege will require many material units so several woods will be essential to provide the material

units.

I23.341Common soldier battalions used to transport material roppttrt should be marked and advise the other player
(team). \\

123.351lnfantry combat units with a starting CMR of 8i cannot be used to construct positions, transport material

supplies or collect material unless no other combat units are available in the battlezone or siege. No mounted cavalry

regiment can be used for construction tasks or material transportation.

123361 Wagon units cannot leave a road or trail. If the Worksite is off the road/trail then a road must be built to

the Worksite before the construction of the project can commence.

123.371 At least 5O% of the required construction material must be at the Worksite before construction can start.

[23.38] Either workmen or common soldier figures are required to collect or construct the material unit(s). Three
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(3) figures can collect or construct 1 material unit per turn. Remember Ihe 12 turn (4 hour) working rule in 23.zIb
above.
t23.391ladders: Two (2) sappers, pioneers or skilled workmen figures can make 1 ladder group for 1 combat
battalionevery 3 turns (1 hour).

t23.40l Starting Tabletop Construction Projects and Supervision
The supervision requirements depend upon the type of project the player (team) wish to perform or construct.
l23.4ll The specialistfigures and theirlettercode are:

S Sappers or Pioneer Btn.
P Pontoonier Btn.
M Miner Btn.
W Skilled workmen unit (group)
E Engineer officer figure
C Commander (officer), Corp level or higher rank

123.421For any project or task the stipulated specialist figure is required to be at the Worksite before any start of
the task or construction. In some cases no designated specialist figure is required. If so, the word "soldier" will
appear.
123.431Only 1 specialist figure per combat battalion/regiment is required to supervise a task or construction project.
If only the specialist figures can perform the task or construction then the paragraph will state that only those figures
can perform the duty.
[23.441 Some projects or tasks may require more than one specialist figure type.
123 .451Levy labor or penal labor units can perform any listed task which "soldiers " may be used. Unlike "soldiers "
they may continue to work on the task even if the enemy approach within 4' (see 23.21).

[23.46] The first turn which the working party figures are stationary at the Worksite starts the construction or the
destruction of the terrain feafure. . .-
I23.471If the project is linear in design, like a trench or earthwork wall, the working party eaq start at one end and
continue along the linear line by shifting the figures along. No stoppage in construction, move the figures a distance,
then wait till the next turn to start work again is required. This rule applies as long as no pause in construction,
morale rout, or gap is created. Destruction of a linear terrain feature works the same.#

123.481The terrain feature is not placed upon the tabletop till the specified number of complete construction turns
have been completed. Placement of any terrain feature occurs during the Command Phase.

[23.50] Construction Projects
The following project list give the name of the terrain feature, what figures can be used, number of required
material units and the required specialist figures, if any.

All of the following projects, except the barricade, require the tools from an corp/army ammo train unit at
the Worksite.

t23.511 CT,ASS r DEFENSTVE POSITTON PROJECTS

! Barricade: (C or S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can build ll2" of low barricade position from
local town wagons, fumiture, barrels etc every {;€S turnf . A barricade can only be built within

3\ of a village, town or city. A village is 2 or mo\b tabletop buildings.
Abatis *: (S or E) and 1 material unit per 2"{Re.a- t,lofi& ,€!"{.rrc..*h^cfr,.i&g

Four stationary soldier or 2 sapperlpioneer figures cAl erect ll2" of abatis every two (2) turns. The
' material units are not required if the abatis is withlll(' of a medium or_heayy woods. See 23.52

for movement across rules. Abatis is a minimum 1" deep base size. 5POc;&, ft\A&t a,*'g^$;t**pg**.44*
alr-tl;*+.rF x+fuina& E*-Y.nu.,i",' Breastwork: (C or S or E)
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' Four stationary soldier or two sapper/pioneer figures can dig ll2" of class I breastwork everytsoqr
() turns. See diagram 23.54. L
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(il;rl*<' ' '2" \, Chevaux-d"-rrii" x: (S or E) and 1 material unit per\ length. (;0\ .ix.,$ ".U^"*t <ttgrs)

Four stationary soldier or two sapper/pioneer figures can erect l/2" of Chevaux-de-frise every two
(2) tums.

Low log wall: (C or S or E) and 1 material unit per 2" length.

- Four stationary soldier or two/pioneer figures can erect l/2" of low log wall every two (2) turns.
ft[,.ne<-, Loophole High walls: (C or E)

Two stationary sapper or pioneer figures can prepare 1" of high stone/log wall with loopholes every
two (2) turns. Infantry or artillery firing "thru" the wall fire normally. High walls cannot be

- assaulted except by ladder parties.
' 6d";" Palisade Wall* (S oi p)-ana 1 material unit per 2" length

Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can erect ll2" of palisade wall every two (2)
turns.

Wolf pits (shallow holes): (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can dig out a2" frontage of pits every two (2)
turns.

[23.52] Several special anti-movement class I defensive terrain features above convey severe movement restrictions
for crossing. These features are marked with a "*" besides the named feature and also a reference to this rule
section.

The crossing of these terrain features requires the subsequent steps:
a.
b.

d.
e.

f.

g.

.
On #r& Movement Phase initiate the crossing of the anti-movement "*" terrain feature. Roll 6D,
if a modified 1{ is rolled, the battalion is hung up in the terrain half way through but not in a
position to shock combat the defender (1" minimum gap from enemy unit). On the following
movement the battalion will move adjacent to the defender as for a normal shock combat action. If
a modifiedt, 5 or 6 is rolled (see below c.), place the foremost unit's figures touchirflany
defending figures on the other side or forewarn the other player to this detail (see e. below).
The die roll is modified by the following cases:

+7 If crossing unit is in open order (skirmisher) formation.
+ 1 Officer figure attached to foremost unit during crossing attempt.
+ 1 Foremost unit is Sapper, pioneer, sailors, English Highlander regiment or similar

rr+€cF-€qx{J{"${ffi jw$19tr1'v
-1 - ForemoSt lnificToSsin$ tdriain is under minimum range

infantry or artillery (morale disordered units still counts).
Fire by close order

h.

While in the terrain feature all firepower is disordered just like firing from buildings (xx.xx).

At any time a unit may retire from an anti-movement terrain feature without time delay or rolling
attempt to leave. Routing or morale disordered retirement units passage is not hindered.
Once the foremost unit attempts the crossing roll, a player cannot change his mind and redeploy the
unit.
Pre-formed column formations (9.15) require only one roll for all units to attempt the passage of
the terrain. The column must be formed prior to attempting the crossing roll. If the column is made
up of different battalions which started at different locations (ie..not in column) then each battalion
must ro11 the crossing attempt. If the foremost unit in a pre-formed column formation fails the
passage roll, all units behind that unit are halted iri,position and must wait till the leading unit clears
the terrain or the next Movement Phase. \
Cavalry, artillery and all train units cannot cross anti-movement "*" till passage is cleared using
sappers, pioneers, artillery Fire Combat or explosion.

123.531CLASS tr DEFENSIVE POSITION PROJECTS

All of the following projects require the tools from an corp/army ammo train unit at the Worksite.
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Redoubt: (E) Either 6 or 4 material units
A redoubt is a special field position with all round defense. The redoubt functions like a building
position by limiting the odds ratio to 200% maximu;m. Unlike a building position, all firepower is
normal instead of being disordered from a building position. There is no facing or formation
requirements while within a redoubt position. A redoubt under Shock attack defends with all combat
units within the redoubt. The maximum number of figures which can fire over one face of the
redoubt is based upon the length of the walls. A Four inch wall allows six 3 rank figures or four
2 rank figures. A 2 l/4 inch wall allows four 3 rank or Four 2 rark figures. Any battery in the
redoubt occupies the entire face of one redoubt wall.

Two sapper or pioneer figures WITH a engineer officer figure construct the redoubt at the following
rates. There are 2 basic redoubt sizes.

Size Time and Requirements Capacity
Large redoubt 90 turns (3 days) 12 points
3" x 3" interior 6 material units

Normal redoubt 64 turns (2 days) 8 points
2 l/4. x 2 l/4" 4 material units
Sr*fil CcSa..#lTsxlPz 4 F*[
Capacity point: 1 cannon or 1 figure

At the halfway point the walls of the redoubt are equal to a class I breastwork in square shape. No
redoubt benefits are given till the position is completed.

These time periods include the required rest periods, The rate of construction can be accelerated by
the following:

^. 
If a infantry battalion is assigned to work with the sapper/pioneers subtract 20
turns from the total.

b. If another 2 figure sapper/pioneer, workmen, levy labor or penal labor unit joins
in then halt (ll2) the total time required.

c. If night turn work is assigned then subtract another 10 turns. Any unit assigned
to night turn work must be ACTIVE as per night combat rule 18.10.

If the artillery battery base cannot fit in the redoubt place either a unbased cannon in the redoubt
or place the battery off table and advise the other players. leave the crew figures in the redoubt.

Siege Artillery position: (E) Required material units as noted
The siege artillery battery position is a siege cannon position. Only the frontal face is class II, the
other walls are class I defense.

Two sapper or pioneer figure WITH a engineer officer figure construct the cannon platform at the
following rates. There are 5 siege artillery position sizes.

\\
Size Time and Requirements Capacity
Very Large 116 turns (3 days) 24 points
6" frontage x 4" 4 material units

Very Large 102 tums 3 days) 20 points
5" frontage x 4" 4 material units
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Large
4" frontage x 4"

Normal size
3" frontage x 4"

90 turns (2 days)
3 material units

76 turns (2 days)
3 material units

16 points

12 points

2 Capacity points: 1 cannon, or 2 figures.

These time periods include the required rest periods. The rate of construction can be accelerated by the
following s:

a. If a infantry battalion is assigned to work with the sapper/pioneers subtract 20 turns from
the total.

b. If another 2 figule sapper/pioneer, workmen, levy labor or penal labor unit joins in then
balf (1,12) the total time required.

c. If night turn work is assigned then subtract another 10 turns. Any unit assigned to night
turn work must be ACTIVE as per night combat rule 18.10.

If the artillery battery base cannot fit in the redoubt place either a unbased cannon in the redoubt
or place the battery off table and advise the other players. leave the crew figures in the redoubt.

Siege Sap Trench
Finished Trenchworks: (E) 1 material unit per 1"

Two stationary sapper/pioneer figures can dig l/2" of trench and reinforce the walls every 3 turns.
Only a sapper or pioneer unit can be used for this task. If a sinsle rank formation (section 8.xx)
infantry battalionis assigned to the trench and helps the sappers/pioneers the rate ofprogress is'112"
per every 2 turns. The infantry battalionmust be within 6" of the work face (sap head). The model
trench is 1" across for figure movement within the trench. See diagram 23.54.
The siege trench has no firing step to engage enemy combat units from the trench unless the enemy
unit is within 1" range (pointblank). Neither side receives protection from the firepower given.

The engineer officer is required to be within 12" of the Worksite.

Earthwork Wall: (S or E) I material unil per 2"
Four stationary soldiers or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can dig and erect ll2" of Class II earthen wall,
with supportive backing, every) turns. If a class I breastwork aligns with the construction of the
Class II earthen wall subtractAfurn per ll2"..ielturns per 112". See diagram 23.54.

High Log Wall (Log wall Fort): (S or E) 1 material per 1"
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures raise a Il2" of high log walling every 3 turns.
This wall requires either loophole or a firing step to fire across. If an additional infantry battalion
is assigned to assist subtract 1 turn per 1/2".
Requires a engineer figure to be present during construction to trace the walls on the ground.

Iligh Log wall Tower: (s or E) 2 material units per 1"
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures brect a l/2" of high log wall tower every 3 turns.
This wall requires either loophole or a firing step\b fire across. If an additional infantry battalion
is assigned to assist subtract L ttmper I12".
Requires a engineer figure to be present during construction to trace the walls on the ground.

High Log Wall Loopholes and Firing steps construction:
(S or E) 1 material unit if building firing steps.
Four stationary soldiers or 2 sapper/pioneer figure can prepare 1" of firing step position every 2
turns.
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2 stationary sapper/pioneer figure can prepare 1 " of infantry or artillery loopholes in a high log wall
(not a tower) every 2 turns.

123.541Diagram side views of defensive positions

Diagrams.. . . . . .

t23.5fl CLASS III DEFENSTVE POSITIONS
The basic deference from a Class II position to a Class III position is the available overhead fire protection and
strengthen walls vis siege artillery. All fortress rated walls are Class III. Only the following defensive position can
be upgraded to a Class III position after the Class II position is completed.

All of the following projects require the tools from an corp/army ammo train unit at the Worksite.

Redoubt: (E) Required material unit are noted
The basic redoubt can be renovated to a class III redoubt with the following extra time, material
units and work force. The capacity will remain the same as for a Class II redoubt.

Two sapper or pioneer figure WITH a engineer officer figure renovate the redoubt at the following
rates.

Size Time and requirements
Large 3" x 3" 28 turns

2 material units

Normal 2 L/4"x2l/4" 20 turns
1 material unit

The following can shorten the renovation time;
a. If a infantry battalion is assigned to work with the sapper/pioneers subtract 10 turns from

the total.
b. If another 2 frgtne sapper/pioneer unit joins in then halt (l/2) the total time required.
c. If night turn work is assigned then subtract another 10 turns. Any unit assigned to night

turn work must be ACTIVE as per night combat rule 18.10.

Siege Artillery position: (E) Required material units as.noted
The siege artillery battery position is a siege cannoh position. Only the frontal face will be class III,
the other walls are class I defense. \\

Two sapper or pioneer figure WITH a engineer officer figure construct the cannon platform at the
following rates. There are 5 siege artillery position sizes.

Size Time and Requirements
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Very Large size either 12 turns
6" or 5" frontage 1 material unit

Large size; 4" frontage 8 turns
1 material unit

Normal or Small size 6 turns
3" or 2" frontage 1 material unit

The following can shorten the renovation time;
a. If a infantry battalion is assigned to work with the sapper/pioneers subtract 4 turns from

the total.
b. If another 2 figure sapper/pioneer unit joins in then half (l/2) the total time required.
c. If night turn work is assigned then subtract another 4 turns. Any unit assigned to night turn

work must be ACTIVE as per night combat rule 18.10.

Siege sap Trench with Firing step: (S or E) 1 material per 1"
The siege sap trench is improved with a firing step position. The trench model is now 2" across
with 1" for the firing step and 1" for the communication trench. Figures can move along the trench
and not disturb the figures manning the firing step position. See diagram.

Two stationary sapper or pioneer figures can improve the class II siege sap trench at a rate of 1 "
every 2 turns. If a single rank formation (section 8.xx) infantry battalion is assigned to help the
sapper or pioneer figures then the rate is doubledto 1/2' per turn.

Earthwork Wall: (S or E) No material units required
Four stationary soldiers or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can improve Il2" of class II earthen wall to
Class III every 2 turns. If a assigned infantry battalion is present the rate doubles to 1/2 per 1nrrn.

I23.56'J Other Defensive Projects
The following is a universal list of projects.

Road: (S or E) No materials required
Four stationary soldier or two sapper/pioneer figures can create 1" of level road over dry ground.
This road can be used by wagons and other combat units for road mode rate movements.

Corduroy Road: (S or E) 1 material unit per 2" of road
Four stationary soldiers or two sapper/pioneer figures can lay a 1" road of corduroy road over bog
or very wet rain soaked ground every turn.

Causeway: (S or E) 1 material unit per 2" of causeway
Four stationary soldier or two sapper/pioneer figures can create a level causeway above wet marsh
ground. Every turn the figures create ll2" of causeway.

River Piles: (E) 1 material unit per 2"
Two sapper or pioneer figures can erect I " of defdisive river piles every 3 turns. these piles protect
pontoon bridges from up stream (down current) drifting objects.
A engineer officer figure is required at the Worksite.

Plank Bridges: (C, S, E) 1 material unit per 2 bridges
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figure can construct a plank bridge (2" length) in 2
turns. These plank bridges can be used to cross a 1" gap on a non-pontoon bridge or can be laid
over a disordering stream to avert the 2" movement penalty.
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Permanent Wooden Bridge: (E) 2 material units per inch.
A permanent wooden bridge can be constructed at a site of a destroyed bridge or a pristine site.
Two sapper, pioneer or pontoonier figures build at a rate of 2" per battleday. A bonus inch can be
given if a infantry battalion is attached to the work party. See pontoonier rules (21.73).
Bridges over 3" in total.length require a engineer figure present during construction.

River Rafts: (S or E) 1 material unit per raft
Two sapper, pioneer or pontoonier figures can construct a raft unit in 1 battleday. A raft can carry
3 infantry or 2 cavalry figures across a water body. See 21.40

Small Boat or Pontoon repairs: No materials required
Two sapper, pioneer or pontoonier figures can repair a sunken or damaged pontoon, small boat or
raft unit in 6 turns. Once repaired, the pontoon, boat or raft is ready for use by infantry or cavalry
figures.

Pyres: (C or S or E) 1 material unit per 3 pyres
Pyres can be used to light a dark night or be used as a flame barrier. Each pyre has a 1 " square
base. A pyre lites a dark night to 8" radius.
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures erect a pyre in one turn.

Flame Barrier: (C or S or E) 1 material unit per 2"
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figure can fill a shallow ditch/trench with faggots and
prepare the barrier. The barrier is created at a rate of 1 " per turn.

Both Sres and Flame barriers require a sapper/pioneer figure to "stand by" to lite the
pyre or barrier. The pyre or barrier is lite during a Command Phase. Roll 1 6D to lite.

l-4 The pyre or barrier is burning.
5-6 Try again unless failed twice and wet weather. If so the flame devise is

too wet to lite.

+ 1 If normal or heavy rain, Heavy snow etc.

Upgrading Building defenses: No material requirements
Two sapper or pioneer figures can upgrade a building to one higher defensive level against infantry
shock combat. A class I building can improved to a class II building.
Protection from infantry or artillery firepower remains at the original class level.
The sapper or pioneer figures take 5 turns to improve the building. Each sapper or pioneer figure

over the first two figures subtract 2 turns.

123.601Demolishing terrain without Flame or Gunpowder

AIt of the following tasks require the tools from an corp/army dmmo train unit at the Worksite. No materials
are required. \'.

123.6Il List of tasks
Abatis: (S or E)

Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can clear a gap l/2" wide every turn.

Barricade: (C or S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can clear out 1" length every tum.
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Breastwork (class I): (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures canraze out 1" length every turn.

Chevaux-de-frise: (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can clear a gap 1" wide every turn.

Hedges: (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can clear a gap l" wide every turn.

Earthen Wall (Class II): (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures canraze oul ll2" length every turn.

Wood Fence: (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can rzve out 1" length every turn.

Low Stone Walt: (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can clear a gap of 1 " wide every turn.

Log Walls (High or Low): (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can raze out 1" length every tum.

Palisade: (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can rtve a gap 1" wide every turn.

Pontoon Bridge: (S or P or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can create a 1" gap in one turn. Only a 1" gap
can be created unless pontooniers collect the pontoons for the train. A pontoon train can carry 6"
of bridging sections.

Redoubt walls (Class II): (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can rive a gap ll2" wide every turn. Once a side
of the redoubt is razed the position becomes a 3 sided earthen wall.

Road: (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can destroy 1" of any road surface every turn.

Siege Trenchwork (Class II): (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can fill in ll2" of siege trenchwork every turn.

Tree Line: (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can cut down and clear 1 " of trees every turn.

Wolf pits: (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sappeilpioneer figures can fill in 1" of wolf pits every turn.

\.'
Wooden bridge: (S or E)

Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can create a 1" breach section (in the bridge) in
2 turns. Extra inch sections take 2 turns per inch. Stone bridges cannot be damaged by hand.

Light Woods (Grove, Orchards' Yineyards): (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can cut down and clear a 1" path of trees or
vines every turn.

\
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Medium or Heavy Woods: (S or E)
Four stationary soldier or 2 sapper/pioneer figures can cut down and clear a ll2" path of trees or
vines every turn.

123.621Any Class III Position: (S or E)
As for above terrain feature work party requirements but double the time to complete the task.

I23.70'l Demolition by Gunpowder
Demolition by gunpowder requires sapper, miner or pioneer figures and the presence of a Engineer officer figure
at the start of the job.

l23.7ll General Rules for gunpowder use.
a. Only sapper, miner or pioneer figures can lay a explosive "Charge".
b. A charge come in two sizes; Large : 300 lb powder, Small : 100 lb powder. Each charge is made

up of 50lb barrels.
c. Every 1001b of powder equals one artillery reload. So a small charge is one reload and a large

' charge equals 3 reloads.
d. Only ammo train units and depots are sources for explosive charges. Either the train unit must

arrive at the Worksite for 1 stationary turn or the sapper, pioneer or miner figures must lug the
barrels to the Worksite. If the figures are carrying the barrels to the Worksite, a l0% chance for
a explosion if any figure is lost by firepower. Portage is 2001b per sapper figure.

e. Small charge takes 1 stationary turn to lay the charge.
f. Large charge takes 2 stationary turns to lay the charge.
g. After laying the charge, all figures can either;

1) Use a special 3" retirement move during the Command Phase or,
2) Move a normal move during the Movement Phase.

h. Each Command Phase the charge can be set off. Roll 6D
1st attempt: 1-4 Explosion occurs

5-6 Dud or fuse still burning.
2nd attempt: 1-2 Explosion occurs

3-6 Dud, cut fuse etc.
i. If enemy figures are within 1" of the charge any dud result means they cut the fuse.
j. A charge can be set off even if friendly figures are within the explosion radius.
k. Dud charges require 1 stationary turn at the charge location to refuse the charges. Then see G.

above.

123J21 Explosion effect on figures
a. All figures within 1" of any charge are removed from the table. The unit will suffer under b. also.

Anti-personal barrels omit figure removal except b. below.
b. 3\l! units within 3" of the explosion suffer a ride thru table roll for possible losses. Each 1001b of

powder used equal 1 figure factor on the ride thru table. For example; a large charge gives a 3
figure ride thru line for losses. Tqtql tq-sses are eggglgjivi$ed among units withitSyadius of
explosion.

c. All 3" explosion radius survivors take a morale check for the explosion. ̂ /rn^."u,d,*4
d. All units out to a radius of 6" take a morale check without modifier.
e. Ammo train or depot unit explode with the n$nber of reloads in the train. Depots have 10

reloads. 6

t23.731 Explosion effect on terrain
The following is a terain list and the explosive effect

Abatis 'e k\" per small charge
Chevaux-de-frise lh{" per large charge
Palisade ?" \

5{nke*
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Low Wooden wall
Low stone wall
Hedges, Fences
Barricade

Breastwork
Wooden Bridge
Pontoon Bridge
Wagon wall

Trenchwork
Sap trench
Earthen wall
Redoubt wall

?o g' per small charge

/ \" per large charge

{: F per small charge
t {' per large charge

Any class III position Only a large charge can work. l) Ver laree charge

Fortress Wall Mining required, see siege rules.
Fortress Gate Only a large charge. Blows in the gate completely. 1" gateway.

Stone Bridge Only a large charge can work. Blows a 1" gap,

Class I building Small charge blows the building into pieces.

Class II building Small charge gives 50% damage points. Chance for fire.
Large charge blows into class I ruins.

Class III building Small charge gives 4 damage points. Large charge gives 5O% damage
points. Chance for fire.

The following siege warfare devices can be used on the battlefield. Place a barrel model on a ll2" square

-_J 
base for the exploding barrels devices. Normal explosion rules apply unless noted.

Anti Personal Barrels: These barrels are filled with gunpowder and rocks, nails, broken metal pieces etc.

nHT:;:"Ti,","*lX"l?"#;111,1ilff 'i;iTff ,[1:T:l'ffi",|,lil
nearest suffer the figure losses. They are a 1/10th target to explode prematurely

via artillery fire. Cost 5 pts per barrel marker and require 1 sapper figure per

barrel model and 2 turns to emplace in position. Explosion morale test rules
apply.

123.801 Destruction by Artillery firepower

[23.81] General rules
a. The minimum size cannon which can damage or destroy terrain is a 12lb or larger.

b. Siege artillery is any cannon 18lb or larger.
c. Siege artillery causes double hit damage for each hit.

d. All terrain uses the linear target line except buildings, small ships and high log or stone

walls. These ta"rget use the massed target line.
e. Only one terrain feature can be damaggd/destroyed per shot. If more than one terrain

feature, inflict the damage upon the forerdost terrain feature first.
f. If enemy figures are positioned directly 6e\inA the terrain feature (except buildings) and

within 1" of the walls they suffer possible losses as the terrain feature is hit.
g. Check the siege rules if the situation is not covered in this section.

The followins is a terrain list and the artillery battering effect.

Chevaux-de-frise For each direct hit ll2" gap is created.

..-J 
Palisade
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#.4cos-
Low stone"or log wall
Hedge, wood fence
Barricade

High stone or log wall For each 2nd direct hit l/2. gap is created.
Abatis
High log tower
Breastwork

Earthen wall Class II For each 3rd direct hit ll2. gap is created.
Redoubt wall
Siege trenchwork

Class III trenchwork For each 4th direct hit ll2. gap is created.
Class III earthen walls

Wooden Bridge For each 6th hit remove L " section.

Pontoon bridge

Stone Bridge Siege artillery only. For each 6th hit remove 1" section.

Rafts, Boats, Pontoons Boats, Pontoons and River rafts take 2 hits then break up with
all figures lost.

Bargesn Ship Small barges take 3 hits to sink
Large barges take 4 hits to sink
Small ships take 4 hits to sink.

Class I building 1 direct hit per square inch. When each square inch is hit
remove the building. No ruins.

Class II building 2 direct hits per square inch. Replace with class I ruins.

Class III building 3 direct hits per square inch. Replace with class I ruins.

[23 .82] Special Ammunition
Several nations carried unusual artillery ammunition within their artillery trains. The broad heading of "special

ammunition" found on the national artillery ammunition supply tables covers this special items. Examples of this

ammunition includes; Carcass shells, Red hot (heated) Roundshot, light balls, smoke balls and message shells.

Commonly, these items were used during siege situations. If used on the battlefield they must be fired at a town

or fortress position.

123.831Fire power modifiers by type of shell.
Carcass shell Mortars oily.25% shell effectiveness vis enemy units, Double % to start fires.

Red hot shot Two-thirds (213) d\rect fire effectiveness vis enemy units. Double % to start fires.

Light balls Used at night, treat as a pyre fire (see 23',56) at target location. No effect on units except

they can be seen and fired upon at a greatbl.distance by other units. Lasts 1 complete game

turn.
Smoke balls No effect vis enemy units unless target within a enclosed position. If smoke shell hits

terrain feature, unit(s) within enclosed (..ie..building) terrain feature must pass a normal,

unmodified for terrain, morale check to remain in the enclosed terrain feature. Disordered
or routed units leave the terrain feature immediately during the Reciprocal Artillery Fire
Phase.

Message balls Send a message via artillery to designated location. No effect on enemy units.
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t23.841Special ammunition can only be fired during the mutual Reciprocal Artillery Fire Phase. No opportunity

, Fire Combat is available with special ammunition.
\'/ 

t28.S5l All siege artillery batteries can exchange one Roundshot or shot for a special ammunition round during
sieee situations.

l23.90l Multiple Terrain Feature Defenses Rule
This rule may come about if the constructed defenses are within a short distance of each other and a limited or no
gap is between the defenses.
I23.9ll Measure a 2" distance from outside edge to inner edge. All defenses within that total distance are assumed
to be one (1) defense position or feature for movement restriction and movement penalties. Take the worse
movement restriction or penalties . A clear gap of atleast 1 1/2" must be between the terrain feature defense bases.


